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Abstract. Thomson scattering has been developed at the Nova laser facility as a direct and
accurate diagnostic to characterize inertial confinement fusion plasmas. Flat diska coated with
thin multilayers of gold and beryllium we= imdated with one laser beam to produce a two
ion species plasma with a controlled amount of both speeies. Thomson scattering speetra from
these plasmas showed two ion acoustic waves belonging to gold and beryllium. The phase
velocities of the ion acoustic waves are shown to be a sensitive function of the relative
concentrations of the two ion species and are in good agreement with theoretical calculations.
These open geometry experiments further show that an accurate measurement of the ion
temperature can be derived from the relative damping of the two ion acoustic waves.
Subsequent Thomson scattering measurements from methane-filled, ignition-relevant
hohlraums apply the theory for two ion species plasmas to obtain the electron and ion
temperatures with high accuracy. The experimental data provide a benchmark for two-
dimensional hydrodynamic simulations using LASNEX,which is presently in use to predict the
performance of fhture megajoule Ihser-driven hohlraums of the National Ignition Facility
(NIF). The data are consistent with modeling using significantly inhibited heat transport at the
peak of the drive. Applied to NIF targets, this flux limitation has little effect on x-ray
production. The spatial distribution of x-rays is slightly mcdlied but optimal symmetry can
be re-established by small changes in power balance or pointing. Furthermore, we find that
stagnating plasma regions on the hohlraum axis are well &scribed by the calculations. This
result implies that stagnation in gas-filled hohlraums occurs too late to dmtly affect the
capsule implosion in ignition experiments.

INTRODUCTION

In the indirect drive approach to inertial confinement i%sion, gas-filled
hohlraums are used as radiation enclosures converting high-power laser energy into
a soft x-ray radiation field to achieve a symmetric high-convergence capsule
implosion (1). The gas fill is utilizxl to reduce inward motion of the gold wall
plasma and to obtain high soft x-ray radiation symmetry (2,3). To understand the
physics of gas-filled hohlraums such as the energetic, beam deflection or
stagnation processes, we have performed collective Thomson scattering
measurements (4-8) from the low-Z gas plasma. These experiments provide
temporally and spatially resoIved mwmments of the elec~n *vW Te, ion
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temperature Ti and plasma flow v in ignition-relevant hohlraums (9- 11), thus
benchmarking hydrodynamic simulations.

The hohlraum plasmas were produced at the Nova laser facility using standard
millimeter-size gold cavities ftied with methane. A gas fdl giving a two ion species
plasma including hydrogen increases ion Landau damping of the ion acoustic
plasma waves to reduce laser energy losses by stimulated Brillouin scattering (12-
15). It is therefore adopted in designs of future hohlraums of the National Ignition
Facility (NIF) which use a cryogenic hydrogen-helium fall. For these reasons, we
performed two independent Thomson scattering experiments to ensure accurate
characterization of indirectly driven inertial confinement fusion plasmas.

We fnt performed an open geometxy experiment (16) testing the theory
developed by Fejer (17,18) for Thomson scattering spectra from two ion species
plasmas. Our experimental Thomson scattering spectra from plasmas produced by
irradiating flat disks, which were coated with thin Au and Be multilayers, clearly
show two ion acoustic waves belonging to both species, Au and Be. The measured
phase velocities are in goqd agreement with the theoretical predictions calculated for
the relative concentrations of the two ion species. Besides the measurement of the
electron temperature, these studies show that an accurate measurement of the ion
temperature can be derived from the relative damping of the two ion acoustic
waves. Moreover, plasma flow can be inferred from the Doppler shift of the whole
scattering spectra and the relative ion densities can be measured with high accuracy
if the ion charge state is known independently or vice versa.

Subsequent Thomson scattering experiments to charactaize methane-filled,
millimeter-size hohlraums (19) provide a benchmark for two-dimensional
hydrodynamic simulations using LASNEX(11,20).This code is presently in use to
predict the performance of centimeter-size, megajoule laser-driven hohlraums of the
NIF. The measurements show a steep rise of the electron temperature to 5 keV at
the peak of the drive which is consistent with calculations only by strongly
inhibiting the electron heat transport late in the pulse. A tempem- of Te = 5 kev
can be approximated with a flux limiter of f = 0.01 or equivalently reducing Spitzer
conductivity by a factor of 10. While this finding is not presently understood, it
does indicate that it is necessary to include heat transport limiting effects into the
modeling, e.g., magnetic fields (21,22) or non local transport (23). In this paper
we will present some simulations which include the toroidal magnetic field while
neglecting the axial component. These simulations show marginal improvements.
Threedimensional hydrodynamic modeling with the inclusion of magnetic fields as
well as experiments quantifying magnetic fields in hohlraums will be necessary to
further evaluate the importance of magnetic fields on transport in gas-filled
hohlraums. LASNEX simulations of NIF hohlraums show that the symmetry of the
fusion capsule is slightly affected by the details of the heat transport model.
Although a heat transport flux limiter of f = 0.01 does not affect the radiation
temperature in a NIF hohlraum, the x-ray radiation flux as a function of the incident
angle on the fusion capsule differs somewhat from the standmd calculations using
f = 0.05. Although small changes to the beam power balance and pointing can be
used to re-optimize symmetry, an improved understanding of heat transport in
hohlraums will permit a better specflcation of the range of suitable ignition
hohlraum designs..

The experimental data Iirther show that ion tempwatures and plasma flow, i.e.,
quantities which are not sensitive to the choice of the heat transport flux limiter,
agree quite well with the simulations. In pficulw, the iOn t.ernpem
measurements at the peak of the drive show a fast rise to 4 keV due to stagnation of
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the compressed plasma on the axis of the hohlraum. The experimental observations
am well described by the simulations ver@ing that high gas pressures from
stagnating plasma regions occur late, after the capsuIe has generated a large
surrounding region of ablated material. Our data imply that them is virtually no
affkct of the gas-region pressure on the capsule implosion in current designs for
gas-filled hohiraums.

EXPERIMENTS

The experiments were performed with the Nova laser facility at the Lawrence
Livermore NationalLaboratory (24). It is a Nd:glass laser operating at 1.055 y.rn
(lco) which can be frequency converted to 20 or 3@. To produce a two-ion species
plasmawith a controlled amountof a lightand a heavy species, a flat disk of 2 mm
diameter was illuminatedwith a single Nova beam. It is a f/4.3 laser beam
illuminatingthedisk atan angle of 640 to normal.We used a 1 ns squw pulse and
2.9 kJ energy at 30 (k = 351 rim). A diverging focus resulted in an intensi of

2I = 101s W cm-z on target.The spot size was measuredto be 350 x 800 ~ by
two-dimensional plasma x-ray imaging with a temporal resolution of 80 ps. The
disks were coated with Au and Be multilaye~ of varying thickness. For example,
we used 860 layers of 0.5 nm Au and 5.6 nm Be with a totalthickness of 2.6 pm
on a 51 pm thick Au or 254 pm thickBe substrateto obtain a plasma consisting of
4% Auand96%Be.

The holdraums were heated with eight or nine 3c0 beams with energies of
21-25 kJ. They were cylindrical gold enclosures of 2750 pm length and with a
radius of 800 pm. These targets are commonly referred to as scale-1 hohlraums
which am standard targets for capsule implosions (9). The gas fti was
1 atmosphereof methane(CH4) giving an initialelectrondensityof ~ = 2.7 x 1020
cm-s when fully ionized. The hohlraums were heated with 8 or 9 unsoothed
heaterbeams of the Nova laser that are arrangedin cones on either side of the
hohlraumso thateach beam forms an angle of 5(P to the hohlraumaxis. The heater
beams penetratethe hohlraumat both ends through laserentranceholes (LEH) of
600 ~m radius (Fig. 1) which are covenxl with 0.35 pm thick polyimide
membranes. The beams cross at the centerof the holes and m diverging so that
they produce an ellipticalspot on the hohlraumwall of about 700 pm x 500 pm
size. We applied shaped laser pulses of 2.2 ns durationwhich rise from 0.6- 1.8
TW per beam within approximately 1 ns (cf. Fig. 1).

The probe beam used for Thomson scatteringwas one of the Nova beams
operating at 20) (~ = 526.6 nm) in a 4 ns long square pulse. For the disk

Y
ex riments,a laserenergy of 100 J was chosen resultingin an intensityof I = 8 x
103 W cm-2. In the hohlraumexperiments,typical energies of 500 J e E <1 kJ
were employed with three different focal sppt sizes at the scattering volume.
Intensitiesof the probe laser at the scatteringvolume are smallerthanthe nominal
intensitybecause of absorption of the probe. The experimentsshow no significant
effect of the probe laser on the plasma conditions. Especially the hohlraums were
diagnosed with probe laser intensities which vary by one order of magnitude
withoutaffecting the temperatureof theplasma.

The scattenxllight was imaged ata scatteringangle of 6 = 104° with f/10 optics
anda 1:1.5 magnificationonto theentranceslit of a lm spectrometer(Spex, model
1704). An optical streak camera (S-20) was used to record spectra with 30 ps
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temporal resolution. High spatial discrimination of 133 ~ in the vertical direction
and 66pm in the axial d.hection was obtained by choosing the entrance slit width of
the spectrometer to be 200 pm and by employing a streak camera slit height of 100
~m. The spectrometer employed a 2,400 g/mm grating blazed at 500 nm resulting
in a reciprocal linear dispersion of 0.220 nmhnrn (fret order). The wavelength
resolution of the measurements was 0.1 nrn. Wavelength calibration and absolute
calibration of the detection system were performed with a Ne spectral lamp and a
tungsten lamp.

5 heater
beams

scattering volume 3 heater
\ beams

T g::
diagnostic view

0 1 2 3

Time (ns)

Figure 1. Schematic of the hohlraum setup. An electron temperature contour calculated
by LASNEX for a gas-filledhohlraumwithouta capsule is includedfort= to + 0.8 ns. The
location of the scatteringvolume ind~ted by the shaded area is in the homogeneous
part of the CH-plaama. Also shown k the laser power of a single beam together with
measured losses by stimulatedBrillouinscattering(SBS) and stimulatedRaman scattering
(SRS). The total energy loss is 14%.

Collective Thomson scattering is expected for the parameters of the experiments
(electron density, temperature, scattering angle, and probe laser wavelength).
Typical scattering parameters are a =1% >3, and light is predominantly scattered



into the narrow ion feature of the Thomson scattering spectrum (25). In this regime,
the spectrum of a single species plasma shows two ion acoustic features (red and
blue shift for co- and counter-propagating ion acoustic waves). The frequency
separation of the ion acoustic features is twice the ion acoustic frequency, and the
propagation direction of the corresponding ion acoustic waves in the plasma is
determined by the scattering vector k, k = ~ - ki. The incident wave vector is
defined by ki =(2 n/Q * ei, where ~ is the incident probe laser wavelength and
ei is the unit vector in dkection of the probe laser. Similarly ks points in the
direction of the detector. For a two-species plasma with two ion acoustic waves
(each with red and blue shift), the Thomson scattering will show four ion acoustic
features.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Disk Experiments

Figure 2 shows theThomsonscattering data recorded fkom a 4% Au, 96% Be
disk target with the probe laser focused at a distance of z = 500 pm from the disk
surface. The probe laser was parallel to the disk and focused to 200 @ diameter.
Four ion acoustic features, the two outer ones belonging to Be and the two imer
ones belonging to Au, can be clearly seen for@+ 0.9 ns < t < ~ + 1.7 ns. The 30
heater besmlasts from Otolns and the 2wprobe beam from Oto4ns. The
Thomson scattering signal is fairly symmetric and starts at t = ~ + 0.8 ns. It shows
an increasing separation of the ion acoustic features for about 0.2 ns indicating
increasing temperatures of the plasma during the heating period. After the end of the
heating at t = to + 1 ns the separation of the ion acoustic features decreases rapidly
since the plasma cools due to radiative cooling and expansion. For the time interval
shown in Fig. 2, Thomson scattering gives temperatures of the plasma of 200 eV e
Te e 900 eV ensuring that the Be ions are fully ionized. The separation and
damping of the ion acoustic features belonging to the Be ions can be directly used to
determine the electron temperature. In addition, electron densities with an
uncertainty of about a factor of two am obtained fkomthe calibration of the detector.
This predicts a scattering parameter a well above 3 for our conditions, in which
case scattering spectra are not sensitive to the electron density.

The sigwd detectd about 0.8 ns before the onset of the Thomson scattering
signal is due to unconverted 20 stray light from the heater beam. This feature is not
caused by the probe beam and represents a convenient timing and wavelength
fiducial. The delay of 0.8 m is due to the time needed for ablation and travel of the
plasma from the disk surface to the scattering volume. When the plasma reaches the
scattering volume it is moving towards the observer resulting in a blue shift of the
Thomson scattering signal. The shift yields the instantaneous macroscopic plasma
motion along the scattering vector k. The measured blue shift of 1.7 nm at t = @ +
0.9 ns corresponds to a velocity of 108 cm/s. It is obvious from Fig. 2 that this is
well above the sound speed since the shift of the whole Thomson scattering signal
is larger than half the wavelength separation of the ion acoustic features.

Figure 2 (b) shows a spectrum at@+ 1.5 ns c t K@+ 1.6 ns. Four ion acoustic
features due to the slow and the fast ion acoustic waves am clearly identified. The
small asymmetry is probably caused by the heat flux driven return current (26). The
experimental data am fitted with a theoretical spectrum which compensates for the



asymmetryby slightlydecreasingtbedampingof thewaveson theredwing(6,27).
Apart from the slight asymmetry,analysisof the spectrumyields considerable
information.Sincetherelativeintensitiesof theionacousticfeaturesarc determined
by darnpingof theAu andBe ionacousticwaves,the theoreticaltit to the spectrum
gives Ti / Te = 1.1 (Fig. 2(c)). From the wavelengthseparationof the Be ion
acoustic features, we find Te = 230 eV. We can then infer IX= 7 for the elcctmm
densities from the intensity of the scattering signal and from hydrodynamic
simulations. Finrdly, the wavelength separation of the Au features gives Z = 40. As
can be seen, the theoretical spectrum fits the exrrerimentafdata mritewel 1. Small
deviations are probably du; to small
scattering volume.
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Figure 2. Time-resolved Thomson scetfertng spectrum from a 4% Au, 96% Be plasma

detected et a distance of 500 pm from the target (a). Also shown is tha Thomson
scattering spectrum et t = b + 1.55 ns with a theoretical ft (b), and the variation of the
scattering spectrum for various ratios of Ti / Te (c).

F@c 3 shows the compilationof our experiments with relative Au
concentrations of 1%, 2%, 4%, and 8% for experiments using an unsmoothcd
Nova heater beam and for experiments using a fcinofornrphase plate in heater beam.
The ratio of the wavelength separation of the Au ion acoustic features to the Be ion
acoustic features is plotted as a function of the Au concentration.



These data are taken at t = @+ 1.55 ns for the unsnmothed case and at at t = @ +
1.3 ns for the smoothed case when the intensity of the Au featmws is at its
maximum. For very small Au concentrations of 170, the Thornson scattering signal
shows a central peak belonging to the heavy Au ions in addition to the ion acoustic
waves belonging to the Be ions. The existence of a central peak was also observed
in a two-species discharge plasma consisting of hydrogen and small amounts of
heavy gases (27,28). Increasing the amount of the Au species of the two-species
plasma results in a larger separation of the ion acoustic featmes of Au. For the 2%
case the ion acoustic waves of Au become discernible as two individual peaks on
the spectrum. For a mixtwe of 490 Au, 96% Be two separate ion acoustic waves
were clearly observed (Fig. 2). By tkrther increasing the amount of Au to 8% the
ion acoustic waves of Au and Be almost merge together. From the theoretical fit of
the spectra we find that TilTe, the scattering parameter (%,and charge state Z of the
Au ions are the same for all experiments to within 15%.
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Fiwme 3. Ratio of the wavelength separations of the ion acousticfeatures belonging to
A~ to those belonging to Be on the Thomson scattering signal for different Au
concentrations.Ratios are shownfor unsoothed heater beams (fullsquares) which were
taken at t = ~ + 1.55 ns when Ti / Te -1.1 and u -7. Also plotted are experimental ratios
with a kinoformphase plate in the heater beam taken at t = b + 1.3 ns when electron
temperaturesand Z are slightlylargergiting Ti / Te - 1.3 (.) The error bars are estimated
fromthe noiseof the data. Theoreticaldata after Evans (18) are shown for Z = 35, 40, 45,
50, Ti / Te -1.1 (full line)and Ti / Te -1.3 (dots).

The experimental data clearly show the increase of the wavelength separation of
the Au ion acoustic featme with increasing concentration. The theoretically
calculated results (18) are also plotted for various Z of the Au ions. The
experimental data are in excellent agnxment with the theory for Z = 40 for the



unsoothed case and for 2=45 for the smoothed case. The latter resulted in slightly
larger tempraturcs and consequently slightly larger iorriration stages. The values of
Z compares quite well with hydrodynamic LASNEXcalculations which give Z = 45
and Z = 49, respectively.

Our experimental results arc in excellent agreement with the theory of Fejer (17)
and Evans (18). Our data show that Thomson scattering from a two ion species
plasma is an accurate diagnostic of electron temperati and ion temperature. The
observation of both the fast and the slow wave on the Thomson scattering spectra
shows that they are moderately to strongly damped. In this regime, Landau
darnping is a strong function of the ion temperature resulting in a highly accurate
ion temperature measurement. In addition, the relative ion densities can be
measured with high accuracy if the ion charge state is known independently or vice
versa.

2. Hohlraum Experiments

Figure 4 shows the Thomson scattcritw data from a gas-fdled hohlraum heated
with8heater beams with a total energy of ~ 1 k.1.
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Figure 4. Time-resolved Thomson scattering spectrum from CH4 for 8 heater beams (a)
inside the hohlraum. The spectra am firted with the fomr factor of Evans (18) giving
electron and ion temperature of the plasma (b).

llre”’watteringvolumeis 400 ~m insideof the hohkaum(cf. Fig. 1) and the
Thomsonscatteredlight is observedthrougha diagnosticwindow (700 jtm x
400 ~) whichis cut intothehoblraumwallandalso coveredwithpolyimide.For



to < t < to + 0.65 ns no Thomson scattering signal can he observed. Estimates
show that during this time the polyimide foil which covers the diagnostic window
produces an overdense plasma for 2rirlight. During that time a faint line due to stray
light or unconverted 2rolight from the heater beams can be identified on Fig. 4(a).
Again, it is used as a timing end wavelength fiducial. For to + 0.65 ns < t c @ +
1.1 ns two broad symmetric ion acoustic features are observed from light scattering
off the CH4-plasma. For to + 1.1 ns < t < to + 1.6 ns, when the heater beam
power rises significantly (Fig. 1), the separation of the ion acoustic features
increases indicating a rising electron temperature and, in addition, the width of the
ion acoustic features narrows showing an even faster increase of the ion
temperature of the plasma. Furthermore, the Thomson scattering spectrum shows
an asymmetry probably related to electron heat flux towards the hohlraum wall
which would result in different electron Landau damping of the co- and counter-
propagating ion acoustic waves (26,29). For t > ~ + 1.6 ns, a cut-off of the
Thomson scattering signal occurs because the electron density of the CH-plaama
rises steadily during the heating of the hohlraum

0.8 o’ -0;8 0.8 0 -0.8 0.8 o -0:8

Radiua (rrm)

Figure 5. Time-resolved two-dimensional x-ray images of the hohlraum gold emission
with energies E >2.5 keV observed along the hohlraum axis.

due to compression by the inward-moving wall plasma. The Thomson scattering
spectra from the hohkaum experiments consist of four features: Two co- and
counter-propagating ion acoustic waves belonging to C (slow wave) and to H (fast
wave) (12, 16). Fitting the data with the form factor for a two ion species plasma,
which has been tested with experiments described above, yields the separation and
the relative damping of both waves measuring accurately the electron and ion
temperature of the plasma (16).

Figure 4 (b) shows the spectra at t,= to + 0.9 ns and t = to + 1.3 ns averaged
over 80 ps together with a fit using the form factor of Evrms (18). For the data
analysis it is assumed that light scattering occurs on a fully ionized CH-plasma. Our
hydrodynamic simulations as well as temporally resolved two-dimensional x-ray
images observing the Au-plasma emission at energies of E >2.5 keV show that Au-
ions were not present in the scattering volume for t < to + 1.7 ns (Fig. 5). The x-
ray images view the hofrhmrm plasma along its axis. They show a five-fold
radiation pattern due to the gold blowing off the wall where the heater beams
illuminate the hohlraum. Therefore, the radiation of the gold blow-off from the five



heater beams on either side overlap on the images. At t = to + 1.6 ns (Fig. 5(c)), the
gold emission close to the scattering volume is therefore not from that side of the
hohlraums where we have performed the Thomson scattering measurements and is
not affecting the data.

If small amounts of highly ionized gold ions exist in the scattering volume, the
Thomson scattering spectra would clearly indicate their pnxence by showing a
central peak. For example, 570Au can be readily detected. This is demonstrated in
Figure 6 where we compae calculated Thomson scattering spectra of three ion
species plasmas. The parameters are Te = 2 keV, Ti = 0.6 kev, ~ = 1.3 x 1021
cm-3, and assuming a fully ionized methane plasma with various amounts of gold
impurities ionized to Z = 50. For a gold ion density of NAU = 1018 cm-3 which
corresponds to 0.8% gold (Z= 50) in a fully ionized methane plasma, the Thomson
scattering spectrum deviates only slightly from the case without gold impurities.
The assumption of a pure CH-plasma has virtually no affect on the inferred lasrna

fparameters. However, assuming larger gold impurities of NAU = 5 x 101 cm-3
(corresponding to 4.8% gold in CH) significantly enhances the center of the
suectrum and the ion acoustic wave which belongs to hydrogen (fast wave) is
significantly less compared to the ion acoustic wa;e belonging-to ctibon
wave).
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Figure 6. Calculated Thomson scattering spectra for a methane
variousamountsof gold impuritieswithZ = 50.

These features become even cleam for NA,, = 1019 cm-3

(slower

530

plasma (C1-LJ with

(corresponding to
12.5 % gold in CH). It is obvious that neglec~~ the gold impurities would result
in large errors for the ion temperature (throughout this paper we assume that the
temperatures of the ion species am equal because of fast ion-ion equilibration times
(30) in the plasmas under study). On the other hand, the Thomson scattering
spectrum provides us with a clear indication of the impurity concentration.



Experimentally we do not observe an enhancement of the center of the Thomson
scattering spectrum and conclude that gold impurities m negligible for our
conditions (Fig. 4 (b), t = to + 1.3 ns).

In Figure 7 we plot the temporal evolution of the electron temperature from
Thomson scattering along with the results of the radiation hydrodynamic LASNEX
simulations. Data are shown for 8 heater beams (a) and for 9 heater beams (b). The
experimental electron temperatures clearly scale with the number of heater beams.
We observe peak values of 4.5 keV and 5.2 keV, respectively. The reproducibility
of the measurements from 12 shots is about 20Y0.
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Figure 7. Hohlraum electron temperaturesas a functionof time for 8 (a) and 9 (b) heater
beams together w“ti hydrodynamicsimulationswith various electron heat flux limiters.
The dashed curvesemploy a time-varying flux limiter andshow good agreement with the
experimental electron temperatures.

Vsrying the probe laser focus in the range of 150 to 500 pm diameter at the
scattering volume did not affect the experimental temperatum. This result is



due to magnetic fields by a factor of about 20 was predicted by Bodner (21). Also,
non local heat transport (23,34) could be important for the present observations.
Experiments and Calculational efforts (35) iue presently ongoing to better
understand and quantify these effects.
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Figure 8. Hohlraumion temperatures as a function of time for 8 (a) and 9 (b) heater
beams together with hydrodynamic simulationsw“ti various electron heat flux limiters.
The temperature of the hydrogen and carbon ions is assumed to be equal because of
high ion ion collisionfrequencies. Ion temperaturesare not sensitive to the choice of the
heat flux limiter.They show a steep rise because of stagnationeffects.

A vsriety of calculational tests were performed to veri~ that besides the electron
heat transport model other approximations in the calculation are not iinportant for
the present study. An affect on the electron temperate of c 5% was seen when we
varied the focal spot size in the two-dimensional code to test the approximation of



the laser beam power used in the simulations, or when we included hot electron in
the simulations.

Very recently we have performed LASNEX simulations which include a
prelimimuy model for self-consistent toroidal magnetic fields. They use f=O.5
which is equivalent to classical heat transport and show an increase of the electron
temperature by 7% at the Thomson scattering volume. This increase is not sul%cient
to explain our experimental observations. However, the calculations do show
localized hot spots near the center of the hohlraum. It is obvious that tluee-
dimensional calculations will be necessary to obtain a deftitive answer on the
importance of magnetic fields on electron heat transport in gas-filled hohlraums.

The Thomson scattering data also give information about macroscopic plasma
flow in hohlraums which is an important parameter affixting beam pointing
(32,36). In Fig. 2 we observe a red shift of the spectra due to plasma motion away
from the heater beam spots on the hohlraum wall. The speed is subsonic (v = 4.3 x
107 cm/s) and underestimated by the two-dimensional simulations by a factor of 2-
3. This Doppler shift (as well as the heat-flux driven asymmetry) is a three-
dimensional effect and occurs when employing only 8 heater beams. When
applying 9 heater beams, the red shi,ftof the spectra decreases to about 20% of the
sound speed (v = 1.4 x 107 cm/s) and the spectra become symmetric because of
the improved symmetry of the hoh.lraum heating. In this case, agreement of the
flow velocity with the hydrodynamic simulations is obtained within 30%.
Unfortunately, the Thomson scattering spectra with 9 heater beams show increased
stray light levels since the additional heater beam illuminates part of the diagnostic
window.

Ion temperatures as a fimction of time for 8 or 9 heater beams am shown in Fig.
8. They are less sensitive to the heat flux limiter. The experimental ion temperatunx
show a steep rise to a peak value of 4 keV. From the hydrodynamic simulations we
deduce that this behavior is due to stagnation of the compressed low-Z plasma on
the axis of the hohlraum. Electron-ion temperature equilibration times are too large
(>1 ns) to explain the experimental data. In Fig. 8 the simulated ion temperature rise
is delayed compared to the experimental data by -0.4 ns while in case of 9 heater
beams a delay of -0.2 ns occurs. These observations can be explained by the fact
that the hydrodynamic simulations are two-dimensional and assume a cylindrical
symmetic heating. However, in the case of 8 heater beams the heating is fairly
asymmetric so that the plasma stagnates slightly off-axis closer to the Thomson
scattering volume giving rise to an earlier ion temperature increase than seen in the
simulations. In case of 9 heater beams the symmetry of the heating is improved and
stagnation occurs closer to the hohlraum axis so that the beginning of the ion
temperature rise is better described by the LASNEX simulations. In particular, the
reasonable agreement between the ion temperatures measured at the peak of the
drive and the maximum calculated ion temperatures shows that stagnation processes
in gas-filled hohlraums are rather well described by the simulations

3. Consequences for NIF hohlraums

When a reduced flux limiter of f=O.01 is used in ND? calculations, the optimal
beam power balance and the optimal beam pointing is slightly modified because the
x-ray flux seen by the capsule as a fimction of angle is modified. This is shown in
Fig. 9 where the results of LASNEX simulations are shown for constant flux



limiters off = 0.05, which is the standard flux limiter, and f = 0.01 to estimate the
maximum effect of heat transport inhibition as it is seen in Nova hohlraums on NIF
simulations.
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Figure 9. Calculated NIF antenna pattern, i.e. the x-rayflux seen by the capsule as
functionof angle, at t = ~ + 7.5 ns and for constantflux limitersof f = 0.05 and f = 0.01.
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These calculations show that increasing the heat transport inhibition by going
from f= 0.05 to f = 0.01 results in a slightly increased x-ray flux from the locations
where the inner and outer beams illuminate the hohlraum walls while the x-ray
radiation fkom the lip of the laser entrance hole is reduced. The positions of these
regions are schemati-dy shown in Fig.

These simulations confirm that
strongly inhibiting heat transport in
the NIF hohlraum design results in
slightly less x-ray production in wall
regions which are not directly heated
by the laser beams and which are
partly heated by conduction. The x-
ray flux produces an ablation pressure
on the fusion capsule which must be
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While the total x-ray flux is not affected by the increased heat transport inhibition
(see inset of Fig. 11), the symmetry of the fusion capsule is modified. In Figure 11
we show the ratio P2/PO as a function of time which has been optimized for f =
0.05 by adjusting beam power and pointing. P2 is the coefficient of the Legendre



polynomial describing the pole-equator asymmetry while POdescribes the spherical
flux. Optimization means reducing the camde asymmetries bv minimizing the ratio
IWPO (b well as higher order Le~endre ~lyno~als). -
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Figure 11. Calculated ratio of the P2/PO symmetryof the NIF capsule for constant flux
limiteroff = 0.05 and f = 0.01. The inset shows the radiationtemperature as function of
time. Bothcalculationsessentiallyoverlap. In case of f = 0.01 re-optimizationof the beam
power and pointingwill be necessaryto increasethe capsule gain.

Using beam power and pointing which was optimized for f = 0.05 for the
calculations with f = 0.01, results in iarger amplitudes of the ratio W/PO and
consequently thecapsuleyield reduces from 16.1 MJ to 3.8 MJ. The pointing and
relativepower of the beams have to be adjusted in order to improve the capsule
yield.

Finally, the reasonable agreement between the experimentally observed
stagnationand theLASNEXsimulationsshows thatcapsule implosions in gas-filled
hohlraurnsare not directly affkcted by the pressures produced in the stagnation
regions. For example, early NIF hohlraumsused plastic liners (1) insteadof a gas
fill to produce the low-Z beam propagation region in the hohlrauminterior. These
liners blew inward at high velocity and generatedan early time axial stagnation
pressurewhich affected the subsequentcapsule implosion symmetry. However, in
the gas-filled hohlraums, the high gas pressures occur late, ailer the capsule has
generateda large surroundingregion of ablatedmaterial.In these hohlraums, the~
is virtuallyno affect of the gas-region pressure on the capsule implosion. Because
the capsule is moving inward and the radiationablatedcapsule blowoff is moving
outward at speeds comparable to the sound speed in the gas fill, the capsule is
essentially isolated from the pressure generated in the gas. This is true for both the
Nova experiments and for the NIF target designs. In NIF calculations, the capsules
have essenthdly the same symmetry and implosion velocity in integrated



calculations which explicitly account for the low-Z gas pnxssure (2,3,11) and in
separate calculations which only drive the capsule with the hohlraum x-ray flux.
However, the efkct of the stagnation plasma regions on the level of parametric
instabilities, which result in e.g. fikunentation and backscatter losses by SBS and
SRS has not yet been quantified.

CONCLUSIONS

We have developed Thomson scattering as a powerful diagnostic of inertial
confinement fusion plasmas. Open geometry experiments were performed
verif@g the theory of Fejer (17, 18). They show that Thomson scattering measures
temporally and spatially resolved electron and ion tempera@re in two ion species
plasmas with high accuracy from the frequency separation and damping of the ion
acoustic waves. Furthermore, plasma flow can be inferred from the Doppler shift of
the whole scattering spectra and the dative ion densities can be determined if the
ion chmge state is known independently or vice versa. Applying this theory for the
Thomson scattering spectra from closed geometry hohlraurn plasmas produced with
21-25 kJ at the Nova laser facility benchmarked radiation hydrodynamic LASNEX
simulations. These studies are important for our understanding of heat transport,
energetic and beam pointing in gas-ftied hohlraums. The ion temperatures and
plasma flow, i,e., quantities which are not sensitive to the choice of the heat
transport flux limiter, agree quite well with the simulations. This implies that
stagnation effects are well described by LASNEX. The simulations show that
stagnation occurs too late in gas-filled hohlraurns so that there is no dhect effect of
the high pressure stagnating plasma on the fusion capsule. On the other hand, the
experimental electron temperatures are best approximated with a time-varying flux
limiter showing large electron heat transport inhibition at the peak of the drive. This
observation is presently not understood. We have started to include heat transport
limiting effects into the hydrodynamic modeling but more calculational and
experimental work remains to be done for a complete description of the heat
transport in gas-filled hohlraums. This study further shows that detained
measurements such as Thornson scattering will be extremely helpful for our
understanding of the physics in ignition experiments.
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